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INTRODUCTION
A Cromkontakt Galvánipari Kft. is your reliable
electroplating partner delivering high quality.
Our founder, István Béki has over 30 years of
professional experience in electroplating. His
name and professional background is virtually a
trademark for our partners.
He established an independent enterprise,
Cromkontakt Galvánipari Ltd. with his partners
in 2004. As a result thereof, an electroplating
workshop of European standards was opened in
2005, barrel nickel electroplating began in 2008,
surface treatment of aluminium products
was developed in 2015, and tin electroplating
technology was introduced in 2016.
We constantly pursue professional integrity, high
quality work and the satisfaction of our partners.
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ACTIVITIES
Our business profile includes decorative chroming, nickel
electroplating, tin electroplating, and barrel nickel electroplating
with immersion bells of aluminium, steel, brass, zinc and zamak
products.

Metal objects, tools,
equipment get worn and
deteriorate one way or
another during everyday use.
One way of deterioration is
caused by corrosion.
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The best way to prevent
corrosion is electroplating,
i.e. surface treatment using
inorganic materials.

ASSESSMENT AND NEEDS ANALYSIS
We perform a needs analysis before each treatment process.
It is key to know the baseline condition and the desired goal to
offer you the process that best suits your needs. A well-chosen
technology saves your money and energy in the long run.
We hope that you will be pleased with our workmanship and
spread the reputation of our company.

PREPARATION
During preparation we remove all contamination – developed
through time (e.g. scale, rust, tint) or stuck to the surface (e.g.
oil, grease, dust) – from the surface of the workpieces collected
during previous processing or use. It is very important to know
what type of impurities we need to remove to ensure the success
of subsequent surface protection or dressing. Our experience
shows that appropriately chosen – chemical, physical or
physicochemical –pretreatment procedures warrant half the
success for an aesthetic coating.
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ELECTROPLATING
This complex multiphase processing gives workpieces their final
coating and appearance.

COPPER PLATING
One of the most widespread electroplating process. It is used
as an interim coating in the copper-nickel-chrome coating in
corrosion protection. The resulting light red copper layer separated
from cyanide electrolytes has a fine crystalline structure and
forms a relatively hard coating. It is used to compensate major
surface roughness.

NICKEL ELECTROPLATING
This solution is recommended for the corrosion protection of
aluminium, steel, cast zinc, iron, brass and its alloys. Nickel
plating gives not only an even gloss to the surface, but ensures
good resistance in neutral, alkaline and acidic environment.
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BARREL NICKEL ELECTROPLATING
Barrel electroplating without hanging is recommended for small parts.
After preparation, the parts are transferred to the nickel plating bell,
which is then tilted and immersed in the nickel plating bath. The bell
rotates around its axis at low speed, therefore, keeping the small parts
in constant motion and ensuring equal layer thickness.

CHROME ELECTROPLATING
Chroming is used for parts that must have a glossy and corrosion-free
surface. We use environmentally friendly chromium(III) baths.
It also ensures more even coating and fulfils the RoHS guidelines of the
European Union.

TIN ELECTROPLATING
One of the most cost efficient procedures. It provides appropriate anti-corrosion protection, preventing the oxidisation of the treated parts
as time goes by. Tinned parts have excellent soldering capacities.
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OUR TECHNOLOGY
Materials:
aluminium, steel, iron, brass, cast zinc and zamak
Maximum dimensions:
800x500x250 mm

TECHNOLOGY

Pretreatment

Quantity:
Custom and series production

PROCEDURE

removal of
impurities to ensure
physical, chemithe success of surface
cal and physicoprotection or finishing
chemical

Copper plating
Glossy nickel
plating
Hanging technology
Chroming

Tin plating

Immersion bell
technology

DESCRIPTION

Barrel nickel
plating

in cyanide copper bath
to even out surface roughness
recommended where corrosion
resistance is critical
the goal is to achieve an attractive,
shiny corrosion-free surface
a cost-efficient process ensuring
outstanding protection
against corrosion
glossy nickel bath for perfect
coating on tiny parts

OUR QUALITY POLICY
Rigorously maintaining the condition of our baths is
fundamental in our quality policy.
We pay great attention to the maintenance of our baths
and always set the relevant parameters to ensure outstanding quality.
Only well maintained baths can ensure high quality
coating of even thickness and consistent structure.
Regular analyses are the basis of accurate maintenance. This is registered in the dedicated documentation. We can retrieve daily information from the documentation back to the beginning of operations about the
type maintenance on our baths as well as which bath
and which day any specific workpieces were processed.
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WE GIVE YOU THE BEST
Because we know that speed and quality are two factors
we can really drive your business success with.

THEREFORE, WE ARE PARTNERS IN:
Quality work
Cost efficiency
Complex services for both outdoor and indoor
wet or dry conditions
RoHS
Customer satisfaction
R&D and environmental protection

WE ARE READY
We offer cost efficient and high quality work to our prospective
and existing partners in custom, series and mass production. No
matter what material you use, we grant you beautiful, dazzling and
smooth coating.

OUR SATISFIED PARTNERS AGREE
WITH US ON THAT:
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